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is ), no elementary excitation is present. As in Refs.[1, 2, 3], we consider a zero-
temperature case. One atom is optically excited due to photon absorption and




=m, where m is the mass of
the atom, jp
in
j = hk, and the z-axis of the reference frame is chosen to be parallel
to p
in
. Then the atom undergoes spontaneous relaxation, but does not return to
BEC, so the nal state corresponds to the presence of one elementary excitation
(quasiparticle) above the BEC.
Now we can start with the formula for the probability per unit time to emit
a photon with the momentum p
out
directed into the elementary solid angle d
 =



























Here the dierence between energies of the initial and nal states is equal to the
energy h! of the emitted photon; e is the polarization unit vector,
^
d is the dipole




























an optically excited atom with the momentump
in








, P () accounts for








the circular polarization of the emitted photon.
The nal state is not an eigenstate of the operator of number of particles with q =






) of a quasiparticle are introduced via the well-known Bogolyubov's























































In this context q should be treated as the quasiparticle momentum. The quasipar-























is the local density of the BEC (we use for it the Thomas{Fermi approxima-
tion [5]), g = 4h
2






















j ii = 0; (6)






































occupied by the BEC. The
spatial averaging given by Eq.(8) appears when we pass from the local density
treatment to consideration of a nite-size trap where n
c
(r) is non-unform.
Because (q) h!, i.e. photon scattering can be regarded as an elastic process,
we can apply the formula q = 2hk sin(=2).
Eq.(7) has a very transparent physical explanation. Indeed, dw is the sum of the
main part, which describes the spontaneous emission rate in the case of a single atom







is the occupation number of an elementary cell (2h)
3
of
the phase space surrounding the point (r, q), and v
2
q
is its spatially averaged value.
Since this occupation number is non-zero, a bosonic stimulation of spontaneous
relaxation takes place. Atoms with q > 0 are present in the lowest energetic state
of the system (the vacuum of quasiparticles) because of interatomic repulsion. This
phenomenon is known as quantum depletion of a BEC. So we proove that it causes
modication of incoherent light scattering.
Let us discuss now a possibility to observe this eect in experiment. The to-
tal, integrated over angles, spontaneous emission rate diers very slightly from the



























is the averaged condensate








































This is much greater than the analogous value for forward light scattering by a single
atom which is equal to 3=(8). To provide a possibility to distinguish between this





has to be satised. Eq.(12) means that quantum depletion eects provide light
scattering at relatively large angles in comparison with the coherent process caused
by the BEC presence. Eq.(12) also can be written in the formN  R=a, which is the
well-known condition application of the Thomas{Fermi approximation [5]. In any





, because the minimum value of q in a nite-size
trap is of order of h=R.
Such an additional incoherent scattering at angles of order of
q

 also can be
explained as follows. Positions of the centers of mass of atoms in a BEC are not





[6]. Such a correlation, in other words, a small-scale atomic density
inhomogeneity, results in additional scattering at angles given by Eq.(10). A similar
eect has been proposed recently [7] to detect a Bardeen{Cooper{Schrier transition
in a trapped fermionic
6
Li gas.
As a conclusion, we make some estimations for the parameters of the experiment
of Ref.[8]. A spherically symmetric trap contains 1:6  10
6
sodium atoms (the scat-
tering length a = 2:75  10
 7










 = 0:049 and (kR)
 1
= 0:0026, therefore
additional incoherent forward scattering caused by quantum depletion of BEC can
be easily distinguished from the coherent process studied in Refs.[1, 2]. Of course,
such a cloud is optically dense for a radiation detuned from resonance less than to





photon scattering does not wash out the discussed eect. Namely, excess peak in
angular distribution of incoherently scattered photons becomes less high and more
wide but still noticeable.
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